Predicting appointment misses in hospitals using data analytics
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Background: There is growing attention over the last few years about non-attendance in hospitals and its clinical and economic consequences. There have been several studies documenting the various aspects of non-attendance in hospitals. Project Predicting Appoint Misses (PAM) was started with the intention of being able to predict the type of patients that would not come for appointments after making bookings.

Methods: Historic hospital appointment data merged with “distance from hospital” variable was used to run Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine and Recursive Partitioning to decide the contributing variables to missed appointments.

Results: Variables that are “class”, “time”, “demographics” related have an effect on the target variable, however, prediction models may not perform effectively due to very subtle influence on the target variable. Previously assumed major contributors like “age”, “distance” did not have a major effect on the target variable.

Conclusions: With the given data it will be very difficult to make any moderate/strong prediction of the Appointment misses. That being said with the help of the cut off we are able to capture all of the “appointment misses” in addition to also capturing the actualized appointments.
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Introduction

It is essential that hospitals are able to efficiently utilize the working hours of their doctors. By maximizing doctor utilization hospitals are able to help their community better and faster, enabling all the ripple effects of an early diagnosis. Project Predicting Appoint Misses (PAM) was started with the intention of being able to predict the type of patients that would not come for appointments after making bookings. This was based on the assumption that there are certain external (independent) factors like “age” or “gender” that contributed to the missed appointments.

The hospital in study is a 590-bed multi-specialty general and acute care hospital. The hospital offers a comprehensive range of medical services and specialist care to the community in Singapore.

To visit doctors, patients are required to make an appointment beforehand. As part of the services to the patient, the contact center at the hospital helps patients with the booking/change/cancellation of appointments. Appointment reminders are sent to patients to remind them about their appointments and to confirm whether they will come for the reserved time slot or not.

Process followed for booking appointments

An appointment with the doctor is typically made when either the clinic or the patient calls the hospital phone line.
The operator then checks if the preferred slot is available and informs the patient. The patient is reminded about their appointment 5 days before the actual appointment either by SMS or Email (Figure 1).

**Methods**

**Data**

The data is for the year 2013 from Jan to Dec. The overall no show rate for the year 2013 was 18.59%. There are a total of 43 columns in the data out of which there are 13 columns that either blank or not applicable and 7 are ‘diagnose’ related and 5 are codes that are not being considered. A Second data set containing distance of the patient’s house from the hospital was added to the original data. This was the only other data that was added. The data was available in Radius distance from the hospital, i.e., we were not able to tell the exact address of the patient but the radius he would fall into so for, e.g., if the data says 2 km that means the patient could be anywhere in a 2 km radius from the hospital. Out of the overall raw data we found only 8 variables to be significant this was decided based on the “parsons test “ variables that showed a chi square test of less than 0.0001 were considered for the analysis this means that there is a 0.0001 chance of the data that we have chosen to affect the target variable only by chance. Most of the 8 remaining variables had to be modified to binary variables this procedure resulted in 37 new variables. There was no further validation done. The variables were converted to binary after deciding if they were significant.

**Analysis—tools and methodology**

SAS 9.3 & JMP Pro11 were the primary tools used for the analysis and predictive modeling.

**High level view of methodology**

Below is the high level view of the process that was followed for project PAM (Figure 2).

**High level view of predictive modelling**

The first process with the data was to ensure it was clean. This included removing all the incorrect data and the missing data ensuring it was fit to run in SAS. The remaining data was processed through SAS and only 8 significant variables were considered for the study. Among the 8 variables we transformed a few to binary. This data
was first divided into Training and Validation, with this data three models were run, logistic regression, decision trees and SVM. SVM yielded no results therefore results of the logistic regression and decision trees were compared to decide the best model. For the comparison we used the confusion matrix to see which model gave us the better sensitivity and positive predicted value.

**Exploring the data**

For the relevant variables the first thing done was to check the significance against the response variable (Status-) to gauge if difference was only by chance or was the difference significant. JMP was used to decide if the variables were significant or not, below are a few examples of the results from JMP (**Figure 3**).

The significance test for the variable “patient-sex” measured against the target variable “status” with the Chi-square test showing us that it is less than 0.0001 chances of the data not being significant The graph tells us the males have a slightly higher “missed appointment” rate that females. Similarly all the variables were checked the second example is for the variable “patient-age” again measured against the target variable (**Figure 4**).

When we look at mode of communication we can see that 75% of the patients usually choose updates through “SMS” while 24% chose “Letters”, between them there is hardly a difference in the missed appointment percentage. However, we know from the data that if the hospital does not capture the patients details (<1%) the chances of the person not coming for hospital appointments go up (**Figure 5**).

**Break down of variables contributing to appointment misses—class**

In Singapore patients broadly fall under 2 class categories “Private” or “Subsidized”. These classes are further broken down in to sub-classes (**Table 1**). We wanted to check if getting any sort of subsidy has an effect on whether the patient shows up for appointment. The variable was checked against each subclass (**Figure 6**) and also the broad category (private or subsidized) breakdown (**Figure 7**). Under the 2 broad categories we can see that if a person is subsidized the chances of them not turning up for an appointment is higher that a person that is private. If we do a further drill down we can see a particular subclass (PTRF-
Permanent Resident Foreigner) under Private that has a very high missed appoint rate. This tells that apart for the broad classes, the sub-classes also have a role to play in the patients not turning up for hospital appointments.

**Break down of variables contributing to appointment misses—time related variables**

With the variables labeled “Visit time” and “Visit Date” 5 sub-variables were created this was done in order to check if there was any sort of contribution from any sub-parameter that caused high no shows. The time related variables were broken down in to “month wise”, “day wise”, “1/3 day wise” (morning, afternoon and evening) and “hourly wise” data (Figure 8). While looking at the month wise data we see that there is a range of only a 2% indicating that months do not have any significant contribution towards patients missing appointments, Day wise tells us that there have been some incorrect captures by the system for Sunday apart from that there is nothing significant. The “1/3 day wise” also does not show any significant contribution to missed appointments. While the hourly break down tells us that patients in the morning and afternoon tend to be more regular. The count of the appointments in an hour are not significant against the population data but we can say that appointments that are in the morning (8 to 9 am) and appointments in the afternoon (12 to 2 pm) have a less chance of appointment misses.

**Break down of variables contributing to appointment misses—demographics**

Distance was not part of the original data set and had to be added. The distance data represented distance in the form of radius and did not have directionality. The distance was then grouped into bands with a change in band every 2 km. Contribution by gender and age against the target variable (status) were also looked at to see if there was a particular sub-category that had an impact on the target variable (Figure 9).
There are 3,263 data points without the distance parameter this is because these patients live in the country the hospital is located in. For data points that fall under the “unknown” category the missed appointment rate is around 26%. This may suggest that foreigners may have a higher missed appointment rate. Due to the small number of data points the argument cannot be sound statistically.

For the age variable we grouped patients by their age (e.g., all patients that are 30 years are one group, all that are 31 are in another group and so forth) but were not able to find any significance in relation to missed appointments, the age variable was broken down and studied because the hospital thought that patients below 21 were contributing towards “missed appointments” however this was not the case.

### Break down of variables contributing to appointment misses—hospital referrals

There are a total of 796 clinics out of which the top 10 clinics with high “no shows” are displayed.

Under “Moderate” there are 95 clinics—in order to fall under the “moderate” category a clinic must have between 31 to 377 appointments per year. Similarly “others” and “rare” was created in in order to reduce the scope of the clinics. Intra-department referrals have 28% missed appointments which is way higher that the average missed appointments.

Using all the clinics in the graph will skew the data as there are several clinics that only refer patients once in a year because of this issue the data was changed to “other”—for the clinics that had less than 2 appointments for the year 2013, “Rare” for appointments between 3 and 30 for the year 2013 and “Moderate” for appointments ranging from 31 to 377 (this was the closest to 1 appointment/day and that's the reason it was taken as a cut off).

We found that internal department referrals had a high missed appointment rate (28%) with the next closest clinic

### Table 1 Breakdown of class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>New class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARF</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1P</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1RF</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2RF</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRF</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NR</td>
<td>6,589</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTE</td>
<td>79,630</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTEP</td>
<td>6,432</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTRF</td>
<td>19,683</td>
<td>Private</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>Subsidized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2P</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Subsidized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1,046</td>
<td>Subsidized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Subsidized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUB</td>
<td>279,190</td>
<td>Subsidized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBP</td>
<td>16,095</td>
<td>Subsidized</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 6 Distribution of missed appointments in sub-class](image-url)
Results for logistic regression & decision trees

Among the models that were tried the best fit was decision tree (Table 2) with a 0.15 cut off, the results were 23.22% sensitivity with a PPV of 15.58%, which tells us that even with the significant variables we will not be able to accurately make predictions on what type of patients will miss appointments. One of the primary reasons for this is because of the large difference in the proportion of the target variable (appointment misses).

Discussion

Neal et al. found that in the UK, missed appointments had
Table 2 Results for logistic regression and decision tree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Decision tree results (Cutoff.20) (%)</th>
<th>Decision tree results (Cutoff.15) (%)</th>
<th>Logistic regression results (cutoff.17) (%)</th>
<th>Logistic regression results (cutoff.15) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>23.22</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>99.26</td>
<td>23.94</td>
<td>91.72</td>
<td>99.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive predicted value</td>
<td>53.24</td>
<td>15.58</td>
<td>17.43</td>
<td>61.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative predicted value</td>
<td>81.15</td>
<td>34.02</td>
<td>53.98</td>
<td>80.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a prevalence of 4.5–6.5% of booked consultations (1,2). Patients who missed appointments tended to cite practice factors and their own forgetfulness as the main reasons for missing appointments with the commonest reasons being mistakes and misunderstandings (frequently by the practice) and forgetfulness (3).

Husain et al. [2004] have documented how health professionals hold patients responsible for missed appointments and tend to view them negatively. It is important that the reasons that patients miss appointments are analyzed so that the negative outcomes of these can be reduced (4). George et al. [2003] found that participants did not feel obliged to keep an appointment partly because they felt disrespected by the health care system, an effect which was compounded by participants’ lack of understanding of the scheduling system (5).

Alhamad [2013] has studied the reasons for missing appointments were studied from December 2010 to March 2011 in Alwazarat health center, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. The demographic factors associated with missed appointments were female gender, younger age group and poor socio-economic status. The important top five causes for missing appointments were difficulty booking an appointment, work commitment, long distance travel, and unavailability of transportation and visiting another healthcare facility. Knowing factors associated with missed appointments can help improve quality of care and control those variables that can be changed to reduce the percentage of missed appointments. This would have a direct impact on clinical care and the economics (6).

Alaeddini et al. [2011] found that the number of no-shows has a significant impact on the revenue, cost and resource utilization for almost all healthcare systems using a hybrid probabilistic model based on logistic regression and empirical Bayesian inference to predict the probability of no-shows in real time using both general patient social and demographic information and individual clinical appointments attendance records. The model also considered the effect of appointment date and clinic type. The effectiveness of the proposed approach was validated based on a patient dataset from a medical center. The felt that this prediction model could be used to enable a precise selective overbooking strategy to reduce the negative effect of no shows and to fill appointment slots while maintaining short wait times (7).

Appointment disruption occurs due to patient no-show and cancellation and can cause a disturbance in scheduling appointments in an efficient manner, leading to wastage of vital human and economic resources. Patients who require appointments will also not be able to be offered the space, usually because of extremely short notice period. Although overbooking may help in some instances, it can lead to overcrowding and dissatisfaction among patients. There is therefore a need for accurate prediction of no show and possibility of cancellation.

In article (7), they develop a hybrid probabilistic model based on multinomial logistic regression and Bayesian inference to predict accurately the probability of no-shows and cancellations in real-time. The result of the proposed method can be used to develop more effective appointment scheduling (8-12). It can also be used for developing effective strategies, such as selective overbooking for reducing the negative effects of disturbances and filling appointment slots while maintaining short waiting times (13-15). Efficacy of any scheduling system primarily depends on its ability to forecast and manage different types of disruptions and uncertainties.

Alaeddini et al. [2014] have developed a probabilistic model based on multinomial logistic regression and Bayesian inference to estimate individuals’ probabilities of no-show, cancellation and attendance in real-time. Based on real patient data collected from a Veterans Affairs medical hospital, the team modeled the effect of the appointment date and clinic on the proposed method and state that
their approach is computationally effective and easy to implement, taking into account individual patient behavior unlike population based methods and also generating reliable probabilistic estimates. They feel that the method proposed by them could be used to develop more effective appointment scheduling systems and more precise overbooking strategies to reduce the negative effect of no-shows and fill in appointment slots while maintaining short waiting time (16).

Huang and Hanauer have developed a new approach for robust overbooking of appointments. The study has a specific department in focus (General Pediatrics) and looks at possible contributors to missed appointments in that department (17).

“Lee VJ Predictors of failed attendances” was published by BMC Health Services 2005. The study focuses on patients attending all outpatient clinics at Tan Tock Seng Hospital; it is a 1,400-bed hospital in Singapore. They used Stata for their analysis. The models that were used were logistic regression and the decision tree to come up with predictive models.

A few of the articles from other studies focus on the reason the patients gave for missing hospital appointments. In this study, we attempt to predict no shows using regular available hospital data to be able to make predictions on patients missing hospital appointments. A few key differences compared to the other studies are we looked at the internal and external referrals. This variable had a key part to play in missed appointments, Intra-Department referrals from A&E was 28%, which was 10% more than the average (18%) missed appointment rate; Intra-Department Referral for Subsidized was at 23%, which is 5% more that the average (18%). This was brought to the attention of the hospital administration during the Annual Management meeting. Another was the “Class” variable this variable tells us if a patient was subsidized or private and the effect on missed appointments. Analyzing this variable also gave us insights on the impact it has on missed appointments.

Challenges

The data had to be anonymized in order to meet the business requirements this led to a few complications.

 The distance variable was not very precise and only very wide assumptions could be made as we did not have the exact location and only had the radius. We could have checked if there was a certain area that had a lot of missed appointments and any causes for that.
 The data had a lot of false entries, e.g., there were appointments on Sunday when the hospital was closed.
 There was a lot of missing data and incorrect data. All these had to be removed.
 As the models that we were using was essentially for binary variables most of the data had to be modified to a binary variables this procedure was tedious as I had to create 37 variables for this.

Conclusions and major findings for the study

 Males are slightly more inclined to miss appointments, in average they have a 2% higher rate of appointment misses.
 Patients that are subsidized tend to miss more appointments than private patients however during a drill down it was found that a particular sub class of private patients (Resident Foreigners) tend to miss 8% more that the average missed appointment rate.
 The time of the day has an effect on the missed appointment rate typically mornings (8 to 9 am) and afternoon 12 to 2 pm) have a significant less appointment miss rate.
 Before the study the hospital were under the assumption that the age group (21 and below) had a significant contribution to missed appointments however there is no such trend found after analyzing the data.
 The internal referrals from the hospitals from one department to another are significantly higher (10% more) than the average missed appointment rate.
 Given the Sensitivity and the specificity of the proposed models (we need to consider the fact that the proposed cutoff point was based on optimum performance of the model). We can conclude that with the given data it will be very difficult to make any moderate/strong prediction of the Appointment misses.
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